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Abstract. Grind-hardening is a new technology for steel parts surface enhancing which uses
thermal and mechanical composite effects on the parts in the grinding process. During the process,
the workpiece surface generates hardened layer which improves the surface quality. As a key
performance indicator of measuring the part surface quality, the residual stress of the hardened layer
affects the strength, fatigue life and corrosion performance of the part directly. Therefore, the study
of residual stress in hardened layer plays an important role in the effective control of hardened layer
quality. First, grinding temperature field is analysed for studying the distribution characteristics of
surface residual stress after grind-hardening process. Then, different grinding parameters an effect
on the temperature field is studied by establishing the mathematical model and the heat transfer
model of the grinding zone temperature field. Furthermore, combined with the grinding force
generated in the grinding process, the thermo-mechanical coupling analysis with finite element
method is adopted to obtain the residual stress and its distribution of the part. Also, the influence
mechanism of the part residual stress formation is revealed.
Introduction
Grind-hardening technology is a newly built composite processing technology. It implements
hardening using grinding heat on the surface, which makes the surface temperature rising to
austenitizing temperature quickly, and the then rapidly cooling to the temperature of martensitic
transformation. The process improves the surface hardness and wear resistance, which achieves
same performance as surface hardening treatment [1-3]. The new technology combines the grinding
technology with heat treatment well, which comply the increasingly advocated concept of process
integration and green manufacturing in the engineering. Grind-hardening effect is performed by
hardened layer. The performance of hardened layer varies from different microstructure [4].
Brinksmeier and Brockhoff from Gernany [5-6] proposed the technology that grinding heat can be
used to quench steel surface first in 1994. Then grind-hardening technology attracted the attention
of scholars from different countries. Up to now, most researches focus on local microstructure and
microhardness and hardness penetration depth of the workpieces [7-9].
During the grind-hardening process, the combining effect of grinding force and grinding heat
produce a lot of grinding force on the part surface. After grinding process, part of the grinding force
remains in the surface, which formating the grinding residual stress. It has a decisive impact on part
performance, dimensional stability, fatigue strength and wear resistance.For this consideration, it
has some practical significance to carry out the residual stress study on part surface.
Grinding Temperature Field Model
Mathematical Model
The grinding process is a random cutting process of many abrasive. A collection of heat source at
many random grinding points can be approximately considered constant plane heat source. The
total heat flux intensity of contact area is the average heat per unit area at per unit time, and is
expressed as [10]
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The heat flux intensity of the workpiece is [11]
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where, Ft is tangential grinding force, and vs is the grinding wheel speed. b is the width of the
grinding wheel or the workpiece (Whichever is the smaller value). l is contact arc length, and is
expressed as

l  ap ds

(3)

The width of the heat source is equal to the width of the wheel or workpiece (Whichever is the
smaller value). The heat ratio of the incoming workpiece is expressed as [12]
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where, vw is the workpiece feed rate. (kρc)s and (kρc)w are the thermal conductivity parameter of
the grinding wheel and the workpiece, respectively, and is relation to the material properties mainly.
Since plane grinding, (vs/vw)(AR/A)s≈1, therefore
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Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient and the Coefficient of Radiation
In the grinding process, the convective heat transfer coefficient and the coefficient of radiation are
the boundary conditions. Especially when the temperature is high, radiation heat transfer
temperature impact greater on the workpiece. And radiation heat transfer between the workpiece
and the contact portion of the machine table cannot be ignored, which is shown in Fig. 2.
From reference [13], the convective heat transfer coefficient of the workpiece surface is
1
1

2
hc   0.664 Rel Pr 3
l

(6)

Where, l is the length and of the workpiece surface. Rel is the Reynolds number, which represents
relative size of the inertial force and the viscous force of the air. Pr=v/a is called the Prandtl number,
which indicates the relative size of the air momentum diffusion capacity and diffusion capacity of
the heat. λ is the thermal conductivity of the air.
Radiation coefficient can be equivalent to the convective heat transfer coefficient, whose
equation is

hr 
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(7)

Where, σ is a blackbody radiation constant. ε1 and ε2 are emissivity of a point on the workpiece
and the machine table respectively. T1 is the absolute temperature of the machine table. And T2 is
absolute temperature of workpiece surface in contact with the machine table.
So the convective heat transfer coefficient of the workpiece surface is
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h=hc+hr
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Temperature Field Simulation Results and Discussion
Finite Element Modeling and Load
The workpiece is modeled by Finite element software ANSYS. In the grinding process, the body
structure has not changed. So hardening effect only generated on the surface. Therefore, the refined
mesh on the surface of the workpiece makes the simulation results more accurate. 45 steel as the
workpiece material is chosen in this study. And the model size is 90mm×9mm×14mm. Parameters
for grinding process are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Grinding process parameters
No.
ap/μm
vw/(m/min)

1
350

2
400

3
450

9

4

5

6

0.6

0.66

400
0.54

Triangle heat source model is used and optimized for simulation. In temperature field study, a
moving heat source can be loaded directly on the workpiece surface [14]. To solve this problem, we
suggest that heat source is moving forward continuously. Each step the heat source moving forward,
load the heat flow density load on the corresponding unit of the current step instead of the former
load. Besides, the last calculation result is used as the initial condition in the new step. Repeat this
process step by step until realizing the moving heat source load in the finite element model. The
movement of heat source is implemented by *DO, *ENDDO. Due to the temperature rising of
workpiece produces temperature difference from the air outside, convective heat transfer coefficient
is loaded on the workpiece surface, which is shown in Fig. 2. The ambient temperature is T∞=20 °C.
Temperature Field Simulation Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the temperature nephogram of the 218th load step (t=2.75s) for grind-hardening
simulation. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the highest temperature is 1240°C, and the lowest
temperature is 20°C in the 218th step.

Figure 1. Temperature field simulation results for the 218th step load when ap=400μm,vw=0.6m/min
From Figure 2, when moving heat source arrives at a certain position of the middle zone, a lot of
grinding heat will generated. In this case the temperature of the workpiece may rise quickly to the
maximum value 1240°C which is much more than Ac3 phase change threshold of 45 steel(720°C).
When the heat source moves away from this node, temperature decreases rapidly lower than
martensitic transformation temperature which is affected by the thermal conductivity of the
workpiece itself and convective heat with the surrounding air. After cooling, martensite is produced
so as to achieving the surface hardening on the workpiece surface.
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Figure 2. Temperature variation from time when ap=400μm, vw=0.6m/min
When the heating temperature of 45 steel is above Ac3, the body structure begins to change for
the austenite. With the temperature dropped below Ms(transition temperature of martensite) rapidly,
austenite changes into martensite. Therefore, the zone that heating temperature above Ac3 is
approximate seen as grind-hardening area. Hardness penetration depth can be predicted as well. As
shown in Figure 3, the surface temperature is much higher than austenite phase transition
temperature. At 0.1mm from the surface, the maximum temperature is higher than the Ac3
temperature. In this consideration, the region from the surface to 0.1mm away from the surface is
recognized as the hardened layer.
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Figure 3. The temperature change with different depth of nodes when ap=400μm, vw=0.6m/min
Residual Stress Simulation
During the grinding process, grinding force produces from the wheel acts on the part. Meanwhile,
the temperature change caused by grinding heat affects the structural deformation and material
phase transformation of part, which causing changes in load and thermal boundary conditions.
Therefore, the thermo-mechanical coupling analysis can reflect the residual stress distribution
accurately for the part.Due to the high concentration of instantaneous heat input, greater stress will
produced in the grinding process.The grinding stress field shows the material nonlinearity and
geometric nonlinearity.Considering the complexity of the grinding process, the stress field is
regarded as the material nonlinear transient problem for simplicity. Meanwhile, the elastoplastic
model is selected for modeling. On the basis of thermoelastic analysis, the following assumptions
are made:
(1) The part has no original tensile stress before the grinding process.
(2) Part material is an ideal material for isotropic, whose mechanical properties ,such as yield
strength, elastic modulus, linear expansion coefficient and tangent modulus, varies with
temperature .
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(3) Material deformation of viscoelastic and viscoplastic nature is ignored during the analysis.
We suppose that plastic deformation satisfies the Von-Mises yield criterion.
(4) The plastic zone satisfies Prandtl-Reuss plastic flow criterion and reinforcement criterion.
Figure 4 shows the residual stress distribution on part surface. Residual tensile stress exists on
part surface,whose maximum value appears in the intersection of the cutting-in zone and the middle
zone.
Since the increase of grinding depth results in large temperature rise rate and temperature
gradient on part surface when part goes from the cutting-in zone to the middle zone, the residual
tensile stress reaches maximum value 222.2MPa, 239.5MPa and 272.6Mpa respectively with
different grinding depth. The residual stress decreases first and then increases along the depth
direction of the part.

(a) ap=350μm

(b) ap=400μm

(c) ap=450μm
Figure 4. Residual stress under the condition of different grinding depth when vw=9m/min
Figure 5 depicts the residual stress distributions in the depth direction of the part at ap=350μm,
ap=400μm, ap=450μm. Residual tensile stress is menifested on the part surface. Tensile stress shows
a gradually decrease trend with the depth increases along the depth direction until transfering into
compressive stress at a certain depth. Finally, the residual stress tends to zero. Also, at the same
distance from the surface, the residual compressive stress increases with the grinding depth ap
increases. This is due to increase of grinding depth and temperature enhances thermal stress
significantly. Generally speaking, thermal stress always produces residual tensile stresses on the
surface, which increases the residual tensile stress on part surface. The greater grinding depth makes
the greater hardness penetration depth, which achieve more obvious hardened effect. As the residual
tensile stress on part surface increases, more internal residual compressive stress is needed to
balance the residual tensile stress. From this point of view, the maximum value of residual
compressive stress increases as well.
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Residual stress/Mpa

Residual stress/Mpa

As the distance from the surface is far, the internal residual stress will tend to zero, since it is too
far to effect on the part for the grinding thermal stress, phase change force or mechanical force on
the surface.
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Figure 5. Residual stress distribution with the condition of different grinding depth
Conclusions
(1) From temperature field simulation, it cab be seen that the hardened layer is formed on the part
surface when grinding temperature is higher than Ac3. Therefore, the zone whose temperature is
higher than Ac3 is approximately regards as hardened zone. Further, hardness penetration depth can
be predict as well.
(2) The simulation study on the surface residual stress of the hardened part shows that residual
compressive stress exists on the part due to material expansion after grinding. While residual tensile
stress is menifested on the part surface. Tensile stress shows a gradually decrease trend with the
depth increases along the depth direction until transfering into compressive stress at a certain depth.
Finally, the residual stress tends to zero.
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